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	Real-Life Math: Everyday Use of Mathematical Concepts, 9780313319983 (0313319987), Greenwood Press, 2002
"What does this have to do with real life?" is a question that plagues mathematics teachers across America, as students are confronted with abstract topics in their high school mathematics courses. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics emphasizes the importance of making real world connections in teaching mathematics so that learning new content is meaningful to students. And in meeting NCTM national standards, this invaluable book provides many insights into the many connections between mathematics applications and the real world. Nearly 50 math concepts are presented with multiple examples of how each is applied in everyday environments, such as the workplace, nature, science, sports, and even parking. From logarithms to matrices to complex numbers, concepts are discussed for a variety of mathematics courses, including: BL algebra BL geometry BL trigonometry BL analysis BL probability BL statistics BL calculus    
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Rails Solutions: Ruby on Rails Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
In this book you'll learn:

	How to develop web applications quickly and easily with the Ruby on Rails framework



    	The basics of programming principles and Ruby syntax, so you can begin to understand what's going on under the hood



    	How to implement must-have web application...



		

Transact-SQL Cookbook (O'Reilly Windows)O'Reilly, 2002
This cookbook contains a wealth of solutions to problems  that SQL programmers face all the time. Recipes inside range  from how to perform simple tasks, like importing external  data, to ways of handling issues that are more complicated,  like set algebra. Each recipe includes a discussion that  explains the logic and concepts underlying the...

		

Imaging of Soft Tissue TumorsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Based on a vast number of cases seen at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and the Mayo Clinic, this volume is a comprehensive reference on the radiologic evaluation of soft tissue tumors. The book covers the entire spectrum of soft tissue pathologies, with over 1,400 images showing common and atypical appearances. The authors...






	

Handbook of Cancer Vaccines (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004

	An authoritative survey of the scientific background for therapeutic cancer vaccines, the challenges to their development, and their current uses in treating cancer. The authors examine the basic issues that effect all vaccines (such as immune adjuvants and prime-boost strategies), describe the methods for antigen discovery, and review the...


		

Essential Strength Training Skills (Essential Skills)DK Adult, 2011

	Whether you've been weight training for years or are newly interested in getting toned, Essential Strength Training Skills offers advice ideal for both beginners and seasoned veterans.


	Providing clear and accessible exercise tips that can help anyone get into peak physical condition, Essential Strength Training...


		

iPhone for Work: Increasing Productivity for Busy Professionals (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
The iPhone is cool, and the iPhone is fun, but the iPhone also means serious business. For those of you who bought your iPhones to help get your lives organized and free yourselves from the ball and chain of desktop computing, iPhone at Work: Productivity for Professionals is the book to show you how.

There are plenty of...
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